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1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 To request that Committee determines an application received from Aberdeen 

Football Club to increase the capacity of Pittodrie Stadium more than the 
capacity limits contained in the COVID Protection Levels.   
 

2. RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 
That Committee: - 
 
2.1 notes the content of the report;  
 
2.2 approves the application received from Aberdeen Football Club for 5,665 

supporters; and 
 
2.3 If minded to approve the application, to instruct the Chief Officer – Governance 

to amend the Safety Certificate for Pittodrie Stadium as appropriate. 
 

3. BACKGROUND 
 

3.1 In terms of the Safety of Sports Grounds Act 1975 (as amended) any sports 
stadium which has accommodation for more than 10,000 spectators shall 
require a Safety Certificate. 

3.2  A Safety Certificate sets the permitted capacity for a sports ground together 
with the detailed terms and conditions with which the ground management must 
comply in order to operate the sports ground at its permitted capacity.   

3.3 The Act defines a sports ground as: ‘A place where sports or other competitive 
activities take place in the open air, and where accommodation has 
been provided for spectators, consisting of artificial structures or of natural 
structures artificially modified for the purpose.’   



 
 

  
The only sports ground which currently meets the relevant statutory 
requirements in Aberdeen City is Pittodrie Stadium.    
   

3.4   The Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds (Green Guide) provides detailed 
guidance on calculating how many spectators can be safely accommodated 
within the viewing accommodation of a sports ground. The Guide also provides 
advice on measures to improve safety at sports grounds.  An updated version 
(version 6) of the Green Guide was recently published. The Sports Ground 
Safety Authority published in August 2020 supplementary guidance Planning 
for social distancing at sports grounds.  The supplementary guidance includes 
advice on assessing the safe capacity of a sports ground for social distancing, 
management responsibilities for social distancing and COVID-19 protection, 
management facilities, supplies and installations and circulation design and 
management including ingress, egress and concourses and vomitorias.   Due 
to the technical nature of the work involved a Safety Advisory Group (SAG) 
made up of officers and partner organisations meets regularly to deal with 
relevant matters and in particular to review the terms and conditions of the 
Safety Certificate.  

 
3.5 Whilst Pittodrie Stadium normally has a capacity of approximately 20,000, this 

capacity is currently restricted due to COVID-19 protection measure, as follows: 
 

Level   Indoor Capacity   Outdoor Capacity   

Level 1   400 seated or standing  1000 seated   
500 standing   

Level 0   400 seated or standing   2000 seated   
1000 standing.   

 These capacity limits were enshrined in law by Part 4 of the Schedules in the 
Health Protection (Coronavirus) (Restrictions and Requirements) (Local 
Levels) (Scotland) Regulations 2020 (the 2020 Regulations). 

3.6 Whilst the capacity for stadiums has been limited as noted above, paragraph 
10 of Schedule 1 of the Health Protection (Coronavirus) (Restrictions and 
Requirements) (Local Levels) (Scotland) Regulations 2020 allows applications 
to the Local Authority for an exemption to these capacities known as a “capacity 
exemption application.”  Aberdeen Football Club (the Club) has submitted such 
a capacity exemption application, which meets the criteria under paragraph 
10(5) of the 2020 Regulations. This includes a description of the event, an event 
plan and a risk assessment for the event including what measures are proposed 
relating to the prevention or minimisation of the risk of the incidence and spread 
of coronavirus arising from the event, contained within Appendix 1.  Appendix 
1 is exempt as the application contains details of security measures which 
should not be shared publicly due to prevent the risk of crime and disorder.  

3.7  Following receipt of the initial application, the First Minister formally announced 
on 13 July 2021 that mainland Scotland would move to Level 0 on 19 July 2021.  
The First Minister confirmed that the limits for events would remain as they 
were, but that organisers could continue to apply to Local Authorities for 
capacity exemptions. 

http://www.sgsa.org.uk/greenguide
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/SG02-Planning-for-Social-Distancing-at-Sports-Grounds.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/SG02-Planning-for-Social-Distancing-at-Sports-Grounds.pdf


 
 

3.8 The First Minister also announced a change of plan in relation to physical 
distancing measures that apply to outdoors in level 0. The Scottish Government 
had planned that there would be no need for physical distancing at level 0 but 
due to the prevailing conditions, there will be a requirement for 1 metre physical 
distancing when outdoors.  As a result of this, the Club amended their initial 
application from either 5,665 or 8328 spectators to the lower amount of 5,665 
spectators as currently requested. The Club, following guidance, have 
determined that this number of spectators can be accommodated at 1 metre 
physical distancing. 

3.9 Summary Timeline of events 

 Friday 9 July 2021: Club submit application documentation for 8328 
supporters for 3 events on 22 July, and two dates int August.  Within the 
application, Operating plans provided for 8328 and 5665 
supporters over three match days. 

 Monday 12 July 2021 – Environmental Health met with the Club to 
discuss their application.   

 Tuesday 13 July 2021 – Announcement from First Minister regarding 
changes to Leve 0 plans. 

 Tuesday 13 July 2021 – The Club submitted a revised application for 
5665 supporters on 22 July only. 

 Wednesday 14 July 2021 – Environmental Health met with the Club to 
discuss revised application. Concerns in respect of original application 
were resolved.   

 Thursday 15 July 2021 – Sports Ground Safety Advisory Group (SAG) 
met to discuss material changes to application and consider views of 
NHSG. SAG concluded that they were content to recommend that the 
exemption to be granted 

 Thursday 15 July 2021 – Club formally submitted updated plans and risk 
assessments to account for discussion with EH on 14 July, as detailed 
in Appendix 1. 

 
4. Application   
 
4.1 The Council has an application from Aberdeen Football Club (the Club) seeking 

approval for their match on 22 July to proceed with an attendance of 5,665 
which exceeds the standard capacity limits set out in the COVID protection 
levels.   The application and further information can be seen at Appendix 1.  

 
4.2 The Club have submitted the following information in support of their 

application:- 

 Capacity figures for 1m social distancing indoors and outdoors;  

 Operational Plan based on 5,665 supporters; and  

 Risk Assessment – COVID Controls.  
 
4.3 The SAG met on 15 July 2021 and considered the application from the Club for 

5665 supporters on 22 July 2021.     
 
4.4 Environmental Health inspected the stadium and reviewed the application, and 

advised the SAG that it was generally satisfied from an Environmental 
Health perspective that the Club has completed comprehensive risk 



 
 

assessments,   taken account of the relevant COVID guidance and appropriate 
mitigations have been put in place. The application includes mitigations relating 
to physical distancing of 1 metre throughout the stadium, safe access and 
egress arrangements to avoid the potential for crowding, management of toilet 
provision to ensure physical distancing is maintained, appropriate cleaning and 
disinfection regimes including of frequent hand contact surfaces.   In addition 
to face coverings, test & protect etc., the club has introduced a requirement for 
all spectators to provide a negative Lateral Flow Device (LFD) result.  Officers 
were therefore satisfied that appropriate mitigations were provided to allow for 
the capacity of 5,665 to be accommodated and the regulatory requirements 
satisfied. 

 
4.5 NHS Grampian, in response to the application, has advised that there is 

currently sustained and uncontrolled community transmission across Grampian 
and that there is a significant risk of further increases in infection rates over the 
next 4 to 6 weeks. They added that there are still many people at risk of 
infection, including those with one dose of the vaccine, and that the hospital is 
already at capacity.  It was noted that the number of admissions to Aberdeen 
Royal Infirmary (ARI) with Covid-19 is increasingly putting strain on community 
health and social care services.  It was also acknowledged that business 
continuity across sectors has been impacted by people isolating unwell or as 
contacts.  NHS Grampian have reiterated the anticipated increase in cases as 
part of the third wave and the requirement for caution even amongst outdoor 
crowds, but would not object to this incremental increase in spectator capacity 
given the mitigations and independent observation of these being proposed. 

. 
4.6 In considering the application, the SAG acknowledged that, generally, there 

were no major concerns from Environmental Health, the Police, Scottish Fire 
and Rescue Service and there were no issues from a Roads perspective.  The 
SAG unanimously concluded that it was content to recommend that the 
application for 5665 supporters on the 22 July be granted but wanted to make 
clear to the Club that it should clearly communicate to supporters that there are 
inherent background public health risks at the moment, and that mitigations are 
essential and must be complied with.  The SAG noted that the amount applied 
for is a little over 25% of the stadiums full capacity (noting that one of the stands 
is not proposed to be used at the moment) but were still content to approve the 
application.  Having regard to the opinion of the SAG, including NHS Grampian, 
and the content of appendices 1 and 2, it is recommended that the application 
be approved. 

 

5. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
5.1 There are no direct financial implications arising from the recommendations of 

this report. 
 

6.  LEGAL IMPLICATIONS  
 
6.1 Paragraph 11(1) of Schedule 1 of the 2020 Regulations requires the Council, 

when determining a capacity exemption application to have regard to:   
a) the risk of the incidence and spread of coronavirus arising from the event 

(or events); and  



 
 

b) any other relevant circumstances.  
 
6.2 Scottish Government Guidance on stadia and live events suggest relevant 

considerations that may be considered, and these have been used in Appendix 
2. 

 
6.3 Section 11(2) of the 2020 Regulations states that the Council may:- 

a) approve the application without conditions;  
b) approve the application with conditions relating to the prevention or 

minimisation of the risk of the incidence and spread of coronavirus 
arising from the event (or events); or  

c) refuse the application 
 
6.4 Section 14 of the 2020 Regulations states that the “Scottish Ministers may 

direct a local authority that a capacity exemption application must be referred 
by a local authority to the Scottish Ministers for decision”, and that “Scottish 
Ministers may direct that a local authority must notify the Scottish Ministers 
when it receives a capacity exemption application where the capacity applied 
for exceeds the maximum capacity for that category of event specified for Level 
0 in the Strategic Framework Protection Levels Table published by the Scottish 
Ministers”. 

 
The Council has not received either direction from Scottish Government 
regarding this application.  

 
6.5 On 19th January 2021, the Licensing Committee delegated authority to the Chief 

Officer, Governance to approve any variation to or deletion in respect of COVID 
19 measures and to issue an amended certificate, as necessary.  The intention 
of this delegation was to update the Safety Certificate to reflect national covid-
19 requirements, and not to determine applications to diverge from covid-19 
guidance as such a process was not foreseen at that stage.  Should members 
be minded to approve the application, the Chief Officer – Governance acting 
under that delegation will update the Safety Certificate for the match on 22 July 
2021.  This update will only be for the match on 22nd July 2021 and will revert 
to the 2000 capacity after that game. 

 
7. MANAGEMENT OF RISK 
 

Category Risk Low (L) 
Medium (M)  

High (H) 

Mitigation 

Strategic 
Risk 

Not applicable N/A No 

Compliance The Council may fail 
to comply with 
legislation if it does 
not fully consider the 
application. 

M The Committee should 
consider all relevant factors 
and provide reasoning for 
the decision made. 

 

Operational Not applicable N/A Not applicable 

Financial Not applicable N/A Not applicable 



 
 

Reputational The Council need to 
determine the 
application and be 
able to justify that 
decision with sound 
reasoning or there 
could be reputational 
damage.  
 

H The Committee should 
consider all relevant factors 
and provide reasoning for 
the decision made. 
 

Environment 
/ Climate 

Not applicable N/A Not applicable 

 

8.  OUTCOMES 

The proposals in this report have no impact on the Council Delivery Plan. 

9. IMPACT ASSESSMENTS 
 

Assessment Outcome 
 

Impact Assessment 
 

Not required 
 

Data Protection Impact 
Assessment 

Not required 

 
10. BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

None 
 

11. APPENDICES  
 

Appendix 1 – Application 
Appendix 2 – Decision making considerations 
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